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SAFE FLYING!

Cody Bennett has a passion for flying and achieved his
Silver Wings on Saturday 3rd October, 2015
Cody is 14yrs of age and joined WAMASC in February
this year.
His wings were presented to him by CFI Greg RussellBrown (pictured).
Greg said it is great to see more young members joining
WAMASC and all members should encourage our next
generation of flyers. Well done, Cody!

Chairman’s Report
Dear Members,
Well, it certainly has been a busy few months at the field with the canteen refurbishment
substantially completed. This would not have been possible without the generous support of a
number of members. At a recent dinner held to thank those that committed time to the project it
was mentioned by Paul Murphy that this project has shown what teamwork can achieve and how
good a team we have at WAMASC to make this possible. I could not have said it better myself!
So what’s next?
We are rapidly moving towards the Control Line World Championships next May and over the
coming months there will be some changes to the roads and car parking to support this event. We
have been unable (so far) to obtain financial support to bitumen the road in. This does not mean
that it is off the agenda but it is unlikely to happen within the next 12 months.
What we are planning to do early in the New Year is to upgrade the pits area. The new pit
structure has proven to be a great success, so we are planning to replace the old pits with a new
build of similar dimensions along the full length of existing pits. This will utilise the existing
concrete pad and with some sponsorship, grant support and volunteer member labour is within
our current funding ability. We have commenced planning work and anticipate this project starting
early in the new year with completion prior to the World Championships.
Changing the topic, many of you will be aware of a violent altercation between members at the
field a couple of months ago. Your committee immediately took action with one member receiving
an indefinite ban and the other a three month suspension. The committees has received some
complaint for acting too promptly and not allowing “mitigating circumstances” to be taken into
account justifying the assault. Under no circumstances can any form of violence at WAMASC be
tolerated. Your committee offers no apologies for taking prompt and effective action. Should you
have any issues with the way the committee handled this matter then, please, speak to a
committee member who will be happy to discuss any concerns you may have.
Best Regards
Steve Brown
Chairman

Leave the Eagles alone!
We are in their domain they are not in ours.
These birds are protected.
Any member seen flying their model near these birds in
an attempt to frighten or harm them in any way
will be reported to Whiteman Park Management.

CFI REPORT:
New member intake:
As with many hobbies and sports it is of vital importance that more people and in particular juniors
are invited to participate and become part of our club, hobby and sport.
It would be of tremendous value to see more member intake to the Western Australian Model
Aircraft Sports Centre.
If any current members are in any way in a position to recommend to friends, family or work
colleagues etc that they themselves and especially any young family members may come and visit
WAMASC to see if they would be interested in joining our club please by all means do so.
Remember that anyone (not previously affiliated with an MAAA club) are entitled to 2 (two) free
flying visits after being signed into the visitors book.
On most weekends we will have a club trainer with buddy box available for introductory flights free
of charge for the safe enjoyment, thrill and experience of model aircraft flight.
Today's newcomers are tomorrow’s assurance of the continuation and future of aeromodelling in
Western Australia.

Aerobatic Manoeuvre Workshop:
The inside loop:
Although being a fairly basic manoeuvre the inside loop has a certain mystique associated with it and
it is also one of the (building blocks) or foundations for more complex manoeuvres such as the
Immelmann Turn (so named after the German pilot Max Immelmann who invented the manoeuvre
in World War 1).
The Cuban Eight and two loops with half rolls are other examples of the inside loop combined with
other manoeuvres which we shall discuss in detail at another time.
As always ensure you begin with sufficient height to recover in case of disorientation - (three
mistakes high is a good rule of thumb!)
We will first practice this manoeuvre heading into wind and it is typically executed in the centre of
the (aerobatic box) i.e.: directly in front of the pilot and approximately 50 Metres away in the
direction you are looking - (you should be standing with shoulders aligned with the runway in use, in
other words looking across the width of the runway and not down the length).
To begin we start from upright level flight and set throttle to 100% approximately 50 metres before
the aircraft arrives at the centre of the box (once again which is in front of you) and ensure you are
approaching from downwind, the application of full power allows the aircraft to accelerate to its
maximum level flight speed prior to manoeuvre execution and approaching from downwind
obviously will result in the manoeuvre being done into wind which is easier when first learning this
manoeuvre to begin with.

Precisely at the centre of the box gently apply a few degrees of up elevator and the aircraft will
commence the loop, (ensure the wings are kept as level as possible throughout the entire manouvre,
if they are not level you will wind up performing a looping corkscrew rather than a perfect inside
loop).
As we approach almost the halfway point of the loop (at around 160 degrees of attitude change ie:
just before the aircraft is inverted at the top of the loop) start releasing the elevator slightly but not
completely and also reduce power to around 20% over approximately 3 seconds.
By this time the aircraft will now be at approximately 200-220 degrees of attitude change and will
have gone past the inverted stage at the top of the loop - (a full inside loop is of course 360 degrees
of attitude change to resume upright level flight in the same direction of the initial entry).
At this point when we start heading towards terra firma and as a result thereof gravity although of
course always being constant starts exerting more (apparent) force on the moving aircraft because
we are no longer flying in an arc overhead but falling back to earth so to speak so we have to
overcome that force plus the kinetic energy from the angular change, as a result a little more up
elevator is needed than that used in the initial pull up at the start of the manoeuvre in order to keep
the loop geometrically correct i.e.: perfectly circular and we have already reduced power to maintain
the same flight speed throughout the manoeuvre - full power on the climb and reduced power
during the dive portions of the loop.
Note: a higher speed whilst changing heading in any manoeuvre also increases the G forces the
aircraft is subjected to if it is to exit at the same point:
"G" force or gees are the result of kinetic energy versus angular change in any moving object.
Physics dictate that kinetic energy will keep an object travelling through space on the same
trajectory without outside influence, if this trajectory is changed then acceleration forces are
caused-we call them G forces: 1 G =
1 gravity or for example your normal weight at sea level.
In the case of a miniature/model aircraft that weighs say 5 Kg, when doing a standard inside loop
you could expect approximately 3 gees of acceleration force on the airframe thus the aircraft would
actually weigh 15 Kg during the manoeuvre!
Once the aircraft has completed a full 360 degrees of attitude change the inside loop is complete
and the aircraft should be at exactly the same point where you first started the manoeuvre, release
the up elevator input and then restore power to cruise setting (approximately 75%) and resume
normal upright level flight.
The purpose of learning these manoeuvres is primarily to have Fun with a capital F!
However should one wish to attain great scores in aerobatic competition this is what the judges will
be looking for:
1: A perfectly circular loop placed right in front of them in the dead centre of the box
2: Exactly the same flight speed throughout the manoeuvre
3: Wings dead level throughout the manoeuvre
4: No drift away from or toward the pilot during the loop caused by wind or incorrect aircraft
tracking/heading - (rudder may be carefully used to compensate for any drift)
5: Entry and exit points of the manoeuvre in the exact same physical space

Downwind inside loop:
Executing this manoeuvre is pretty much the same as mentioned above for the into wind inside loop
but the main difference you will find is more up elevator is needed when starting the initial pull-up

as there is less airflow over the aircraft (flying at the same relative groundspeed as the into wind
loop), and less elevator is required during the top of the loop as the aircraft then is heading into
wind and must penetrate further upwind to keep the loop uniform.

Advanced:
In the MAAA Gold wings schedule one of the manoeuvres specified is three inside loops done from
both directions i.e.: one set of three loops from left to right and one set from right to left.
These three inside loops are superimposed on each other, in other words they are all done in the
same physical space so if one was to draw a picture of the manoeuvre it would look like just one
loop.
The main difficulty in executing three loops superimposed on each other is to avoid having the loop
set drift downwind and thus the loops would not be in the same position.
This drift is best corrected by careful use of elevator and power and thus allowing the aircraft to
start subsequent loops at the same initial starting position.
Happy Flying
Greg Russell-Brown
WAMASC CFI

Official opening of the up-graded Canteen!
Many thanks to all who put time and effort
into the project – it was a great effort by all!

Safety First
Over the last few weeks, many violations of the Procedure Manual and Safety Rules were
observed at the WAMASC airfield, ranging from unsafe handling of model aeroplanes, breaches of
the flying rules and plainly some members being inconsiderate to others. Without naming names,
the following was observed:
Unrestrained engine starts
Engine run ups facing the pit area
Lifting of large displacement petrol powered aeroplane while engine running above the head
Flying an aeroplane in the helicopter conned area while fixed aeroplane flying on main runway
Maintaining engine while occupying the starting pad (instead of in the pit) while pilots waiting to
use the pad for safe engine start
Not calling manoeuvres, take-off and landings
Revving up engines in the pit
And many more...
It is the duty and responsibility of all members to be courteous to others at the airfield and be
familiar with the Procedure Manual as well as both Flight and General Safety rules.
All these documents are available under the "Members=Gate Code" / "WAMASC Field Procedures"
section of the website at http://wamasc.wix.com/wamasc.
Eran Smith
N.B. from the Editor
Over the past few weeks there have been three accidents where the pilots have reported total loss
of control of their model. Two of the three accidents were caused by battery failure. (3rd crash
unknown)
Either by: Forgetting to turn off receiver/transmitter after the flight.
Not charging the batteries correctly.
Total cell failure in flight.
Using cheap batteries not designed to work at the loads we may require.

Batteries are the most over worked and abused item we have in our models. Correct battery
management is critical to ensure the safety of all.

For Sale
Supermarine Spitfire
2540mm (100”) Wing span
Suitable for 100cc gas engine
Includes 140mm dia Spinner
Retracts available (not included)
$550.00
Contact Kavas 9275 8574

Pre-Cured Fibreglass finish
When I built my short-kit 1/5th scale ME-109 (soon to be hanging from the canteen ceiling), I was
introduced by the designer to a “covering technique” that I was (up to that point) not familiar
with.
The pre-cured fibreglass, available from Fliteskin (http://www.fliteskin.com/index.htm) creates a
very authentic, uneven, metal like finish (if you look at actual metal finish of a warbird, it is not
smooth). I found it to be better looking than the “usual” finishing method of fibreglass cloth over
balsa sheeting. It was also much easier and quicker to apply. The material arrives rolled (Photo 1).
The process begins with laying the sheet over the area to be covered and marking the shape with a
felt pen. Then, cutting the shape, (you can leave a few excess centimetres on sides where it will be
easy to trim later). This is done using a sharp knife along a metal ruler on a cutting mat. The precured fibreglass also cut well with sharp scissors (Photo 2).
Prepare in advance the following at arm’s length, as once you start applying the glue time is of
essence (around 15-20 minutes working time):
T-Pins
Water spray
Weights or clamps
Paper towels / cleaning cloth (for cleaning if required)
Once you are confident that the sheet match the area to be covered, apply Polyurethane glue
(such as Gorilla glue or SikaBond-TechGrip) on all surfaces that will touch the fibreglass (Photo 3).
Spray a small amount of mist on the pre-cured fibreglass surface that will touch the glue. This will
assist in initiating the curing action.
Lay the fibreglass into position on the part to be covered, use T-Pins to ensure the fibreglass is
fixed in place at the edges (in small spacing to create maximum pressure, Photo 4).
Use clamps (if covering small item such as aileron or flap) or weights (such as old magazines, which
conform to the shape of a wing very well) to maintain a constant force, keeping the pre-cured
fibreglass firmly pressed against the surface (Photo 5). The emphasis of clamping and maintaining
a weight on the surface is that when drying, the Polyurethane glue expands, so anything not
pressed hard against the surface will lift.
Leave to dry for 24 hours. When dry, remove pins and trim the edges where required (Photo 6
show the final covering before trimming of the wing-tip and wing-root access material). Fill pin
holes with filler, your covering is done.
Eran Smith
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WAMASC Sponsors
The on-going support of these sponsors is appreciated. If members have a need for any of these
services, please give them your support in return.
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Remember with Summer arriving the chance of our Flying field being closed increases
Check your Website for updated weather information —
www.wamasc/wix.com/wamas

Any one of these four organisations can close flying our field to flying.
You should check these regularly before attending the field as the temperature rises.
If anyone requires assistance in understanding these Agencies please contact any member of the
Committee.

Visit to S.W.A.R.M.S Fun Fly-In
On the long weekend of 26-27th September, the Bunbury S.W.A.R.M.S club hosted their Fun Fly-In.
Saturday was set for general flying, and Sunday was a “scale” themed day.
This year I had that Saturday free, so I asked SWAN MAC members if anybody is interested to join
me for the Saturday.
I received commitment from additional 4 members (Brian Murton, Atholl MacKinlay, Chad
Williams and David Collett). I indicated to everybody that I plan to depart early and that I will meet
everybody when they get there. David Collett (struggling with the early wake up) and I departed in
one car from Perth at 6:15AM for the roughly two hour journey and we were surprised to find out
that we were the last to arrive from the group. We were all unpacking the cars by 8:30AM, and
joined the sixth SWAN MAC member, Andrew Herzfeld, whom had brought one of his large jets,
and was also the first at the flight line with a small foam EDF.
At this stage the S.W.A.R.M.S members were still setting up, obviously not expecting anybody to
be there so early... So we helped ourselves to the flight-line and got on with flying.
This airfield has two runways made up of what looks like a thick canvas cloth material nailed to the
ground. The surface was very bumpy making tracking very challenging. To add to the challenge,
the “Duty Runway” for most of the day had a trench on both sides... The consequence of veering
off that runway there were obvious to everybody, resulting in amazing STOL (Short Take Off and
Landing) performance by everybody including the jet pilots. Both runways had large grassed areas
around them, which was quite dense and deep (good for short landings, but not so much for takeoffs).
Overall the event was very relaxing and had a great atmosphere. Throughout the day, we logged
many flights, as were everybody else. I speak on behalf of the SWAN MAC group that we all had a
very enjoyable time. At around 16:00PM we packed up and drove back to Perth.
It would be great if WAMASC can host similar low key event and invite all other WA clubs to
participate. No entrance fees, no competition, free coffee all day and a lot of flying and fun for
everyone. All of this - with the standard canteen services available (except for the free coffee) and
a dinner night for all attending. This was the format at the S.W.A.R.M.S Fun Fly-In and it worked
very well. I will, however, suggest to dump the “scale” themed day and keep the event a general
fly-in. That's my two cents worth!
I have uploaded a short YouTube video that provide 360 view of the S.W.A.R.M.S airfield and
shows
the
variety
of
aeroplanes
at
the
event.
https://youtu.be/IdijaP2VYM8
Eran Smith

Join WAMASC on Facebook!

You are 1 of 180 members using these facilities.
Please clean your Pit table of Nitro and oil spills.
Leave the area as you would like to find it.

If you are unfortunate enough to wreck your plane please take the pieces home with you.
The continued use of filling the green wheelie bins with this type of refuge will only drive up our
membership fees.

